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Subject RE Privilege and Confidential Attorney Client Privilege

Ann

Thank you for sharing the model research proposals with us Im pleased to see that DNA is reviewing the RRCA model and

inputs in systematic way have couple comments in relation to those proposals for you to consider

The proposed review of the imported water supply credit doesnt examine the issue of use of imported water supply
within the Republican Basin in Nebraska It may not in fact be necessary to study this aspect of the imported water

supply would simply like to know whether Nebraska accounts for the fact that irrigators in parts of Tn-Basin Middle

Republican and Lower Republican NRDs derive at least portion of their irrigated water supply from imported Platte River

water that has recharged groundwater aquifers As have pointed out in the past the KS NE settlement specifically

states Vol 25 IV that Beneficial consumptive use of imported water supply shall not count as computed
beneficial consumptive use or virgin water supply It seems to me that as long as groundwater levels in portion of the

basin that is influenced by imported water remain above historic levels we can discount or entirely Write off consumptive

use in those areas Does the model and/or compact accounting do that if not shouldnt we make adjustments to

account for that use of imported water also hope that it is possible to break down the sub-basins and stream reaches

for purposes of this imported water study more precisely than Swanson to Harlan even though that is sub-reach for

compact accounting purposes
The conservation practices study proposal makes no mention of range management as conservation practice affecting

runoff and recharge suspect dont have data to back it up that range conditions throughout most of the Republican
Basin are on average much better than they were 20 or 30 years ago in spite of the drought Healthy rangeland ahs

less runoff and consumes more water than overgrazed grassland There are lot more acres of rangeland than there are

of terraced cropland in the Republican Basin The effects of this conservation practice deserve review in some fashion

What does the map .jpeg labeled neb_WaterTable_plotsjinaLloO.jpg show Are these actual water table elevations

in 2005 or are they model assumptions The data values shown for my district dont seem to match our measurements
although may not be correctly correlating the selected wells with our observation wells

look forward to working with DNR and your consuants on these studies

John Thorburn
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Finally the results section asserts that model- calculated water levels in the
mound area are consistently too high reviewed 28 hydrographs of wells within and
near my NRIJ which are all likely mound influenced wells Sixteen of these wells have
calculated water levels that are consistently higher than measured water levels Six have
calculated water levels that are consistently lower than measured water levels Another
six show no trend in calculated versus measured water levels Therefore while majority
of Tn-Basin mound area wells do have calculated water levels that are higher than
measured water levels think it is oversimplifying the results to say that amounts to
consistent trend

hope that your staff and the consultants will review my comments and criticisms in



the cooperative spirit in which they are intended and that any necessary revisions will

be made before the final report is released My staff and will be happy to review

individual hydrographs of wells in Tn-Basin NRD and provide you with the results of that

analysis as soon as we receive Jennifers database

John Thorburn
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cant open pdf files on my crackberry but if this is the McDonald report my email
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